The Middlemarch Bharati Mukherjee 2007-12-01 A National Book Critics Circle Award winner and New York Times Notable Book. "intelligent, versatile, ... profound..." stories of migration in America (The Washington Post Book World). Illuminating a new world of people in migration that has transformed the essence of America; these collected stories are a dazzling display of the vision of this critically acclaimed contemporary writer. An aristocratic Filipino negotiates a new life for herself with an American investment banker. A Vietnamese vet returns to Florida, a place now more foreign than his own war experience. An Indian violinist learns to explain culture's traditions of grief to her well-intentioned friends. And in the title story, an Iraqi Jew whose travels have ended in Queens suddenly finds himself an unwanted guest in his own home. These stories draw us into a cultural fusion in the midst of its bumpy birth, expressing a "consummated relationship with the American language." (The New York Times Review of Books).

The Public and Private Management of Grief-Caroline Pearce 2013-01-05 Through a critical analysis of theory, policy and practice, The Public and Private Management of Grief looks at how 'grief' is the prevailing discourse that measures and frames how people grieve, and considers what happens when people fail to recover. Pearce draws on in-depth interviews with bereaved people and a range of bereavement professionals, to contemplate how 'failures' to recover are socially constructed, and how the grief process is managed and mobilized. She explores the experience of 'non-recovery,' highlighting how recovery is a socially and historically constructed notion linked to the institutionalisation of health and happiness promoted by neo-liberal governmentality. This book will be of interest to students and scholars across anthropology, sociology, social work and psychology with a focus on death, dying and bereavement. grief studies, health care, as well as counsellors, clinical psychologists and social workers.

South Asian American Literature - Comparing Bharati Mukherjee's 'The Management of Grief' and Meera Nair's 'Video' Sonja Blum 2008-06-16 Seminar paper from the year 2007 in the subject: American Studies - Literature, grade: 1.7, Universität Osnabrück (Institut für Amerikanistik / Americanistik), course: Contemporary American Literature, Topics: Themes, Topics, Conclusions. 23 entries in the bibliography, language: English, abstract: "the inclusion of Indian American authors into the genre of American literature is widely discussed and criticized. In my opinion as well as in the view of a great amount of other people, "Asian American Literature" is not an ethically or nationally bound category of writing. Instead, it is a term which is used to refer to texts written by North American writers of Asian descent. This is the reason why I have chosen works by Bharati Mukherjee and Meera Nair for the following analysis. Both writers are born in India, both immigrated to the United States of America, both deal with the urgent negotiation and re-negotiation of their ethnic, gendered and nationalized identity. However, either one of them reveals a different attitude towards their home country, uses a different language style and enjoys different success. (...)"

On Grief and Grieving-Elisabeth Kübler-Ross 2014-08-12 Shortly before her death in 2004, Elisabeth Kübler-Ross and David Kessler, her collaborator, completed the manuscript for this, her final book - a fitting completion to her work. A groundbreaking work On Death and Dying changed the way we think, talk about and live with the end of life. Weaving together theory, inspiration, and practical advice, this book will profoundly influence the way we experience the process of grief. Available only in Nonfiction 4.

The Psychology of Grief-Richard Gross 2018-01-03 What is happening emotionally when we grieve for a loved one? Is there a 'right' or 'wrong' way to grieve? What effect does grief have on how we see ourselves? The Psychology of Grief is a humane and intelligent account that highlights the wide range of responses we have to losing a loved one and explains why it is so important to come to terms with our grief. For the first time, the authors provide a way to explain the stages to which we are prone to pass through during a grief process. The book examines the social and cultural norms that frame or limit our understanding of the grieving process, as well as looking at the language we use to describe it. Everyone, at some point in their lives, experiences bereavement and The Psychology of Grief will help readers understand both their own and other's feelings of grief that accompany it.

South Asian American Literature - Comparing Contemporary American literature: Themes, Topics, Conclusions. 23 entries in the bibliography, language: English, abstract: "the inclusion of Indian American authors into the genre of American literature is widely discussed and criticized. In my opinion as well as in the view of a great amount of other people, "Asian American Literature" is not an ethically or nationally bound category of writing. Instead, it is a term which is used to refer to texts written by North American writers of Asian descent. This is the reason why I have chosen works by Bharati Mukherjee and Meera Nair for the following analysis. Both writers are born in India, both immigrated to the United States of America, both deal with the urgent negotiation and re-negotiation of the problems of gender, ethnicized and nationalized identity. However, either one of them reveals a different attitude towards their home country, uses a different language style and enjoys different success. (...)"

The Grief Handbook-Jane Yolen 2013-06-12 An alien civilization is forever changed by the incursion of human social scientists—and an ancient prophecy—in this award-winning novel. The year is 2132 when members of the Anthropologist's Guild set down on the planet Henderson's IV, or L'Lal'lor as it is known to the native population. Charged with the nonfictionist study of alien cultures, the guild discovers a society containing no love or hatred. It is, in fact, centered around death—a world of aristocratic and common folk in which grieving is the cornerstone of life. But the alien civilization stands on the brink of astonishing change, heralded by the arrival of Linni, the Gray Wanderer, a young woman from the countryside whose arrival has been foretold for centuries. And for Anthropologist First Class Aaron Aristocratic and common folk in which grieving is an art and the cornerstone of life. But the alien civilization stands on the brink of astonishing change, heralded by the arrival of Linni, the Gray Wanderer, a young woman from the countryside whose arrival has been foretold for centuries. And for Anthropologist First Class Aaron

The Many Faces of Bereavement-Connie Sprau 1995 The Many Faces of Bereavement explores the development and specifications of traditional models of grieving, with particular emphasis on the relationship, age, and personal characteristics of the mourner. In addition, the volume provides a framework of symptomatology for nontraumatic, nonmedical deaths. The book opens with a comprehensive overview of the traditional models of grief, with special attention given to the treatment of post-bereavement grief and the grief response of the elderly following the death of a spouse. Other chapters cover supported typologies for traumatic and institutionalized griefs of grief that are specific to the mode of death, including murder, drug driving fatalities, community disasters, suicide, and AIDS-related deaths. Finally, the authors draw on their own personal experiences to present a summation of treatment strategies and considerations for working with bereaved patients.

The Mammalian Mortality-Jalma Newby 2016-07-17 Tailbone remains play an important role in our relationships with the dead; they are pivotal to how we remember, mourn and grieve. In this volume the chapters analyze a diverse range of objects and their role in the processes of grief and mourning, with contributions from leading experts in anthropology, history, fashion, thanatology, religious studies, archaeology, classics, sociology, and political science. The book brings together a broad and deep consideration of emotions, memory and material agency to inform a deeper understanding of the specific roles played by objects in funerary contexts across historical and contemporary societies.

The Grief Handbook-Bridget McNaught 2021-07-13 The Grief Handbook will take you by the hand and offer empathy and compassion, helping you to move through grief and tackling your fears and concerns in a caring and helpful way. Bringing you hope and comfort, it offers you tools to explore your feelings at your own pace, helping you to end your grief in a healthy way. It features a personal history by Jane Yolen including rare images from the author’s personal collection, as well as a note from the author about the making of the book.

Jasmine—Bharati Mukherjee 2019 Jasmine, a young wife in India, moves to the United States to begin a new life

Stages of Dying (sound Recording)-University of Minnesota 1972 A recording of the sound track from a documentary film of the same name, produced by the University of Minnesota's Department of Speech and Hearing Sciences.
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Grief and Addiction—Julie Bates-Maves 2020-09-29 Grief and Addiction illuminates the role of grief work in addiction counseling, encouraging counselors to be more comprehensive in their treatment and to increase empathy for the treatment process. This is a new edition of her groundbreaking 2002 text, Grief and Addiction: A Guide for Counselor Educators. In this new edition, Bates-Maves updates the evidence base and expands the scope of the book to address the needs of counselor educators.

Comfort for the Day—Nicolai John 2011-12-02 Your heart is crushed. Finding it even difficult to breathe, you wake up to realize that someone you treasure is gone. Yes, you know you can’t change the past. But there’s hope. Small-scale losses, in essence, provide laboratories to learn how to meet large-scale losses.

Dying for the Nation—Michael Frame 2021-09-08 In this profound and hopeful book, a mathematician and celebrated teacher shows how mathematics may help all of us/answer the big questions of life. Mathematics is the universal language of structure and connection, of understanding and beauty. It makes sense of the world and helps us to make sense of it. Mathematics can be a powerful tool for understanding and responding to the big questions of life, including questions of meaning and purpose.

Grief and Addiction: A Guide for Counselor Educators—Julie Bates-Maves 2020-09-29 This companion in sorrow offers compassionate guidance for putting the insights of Judaism to work in the context of grief and loss. It provides a framework for therapists to:

- listen to stories of grief told by clients
- identify common patterns in grief
- recognize individual difference in grief response
- make assessments
- prompt therapeutic dialogue
- guide therapeutic focus and
- evaluate outcomes.

This book recognizes that there is no single solution to the problems of bereavement but that an understanding of grief can help the bereaved to realize that they are not alone in their experience. Long recognized as the most authoritative work of its kind, this new edition has been revised and extended to take into account recent research.

Making Money—Vikas Kumar 2019-11-05 In this groundbreaking new work, David Kessler—an expert on grief and the coauthor with Elisabeth Kübler-Ross of the iconic On Grief and Grieving—joins the classic five stages to discover a sixth stage: making money. In On Grief and Grieving, introducing the stages of grief with both a personal and professional perspective, Kessler and Kübler-Ross were able to show that people can recover from grief. In Making Money, Kessler shows that making money can also be a form of recovery from grief.

The Tiger's Daughter—Michael Frame 2021-09-08 In this profound and hopeful book, a mathematician and celebrated teacher shows how mathematics may help all of us/answer the big questions of life. Mathematics is the universal language of structure and connection, of understanding and beauty. It makes sense of the world and helps us to make sense of it. Mathematics can be a powerful tool for understanding and responding to the big questions of life, including questions of meaning and purpose.

Grief and Addiction: A Guide for Counselor Educators—Julie Bates-Maves 2020-09-29 This companion in sorrow offers compassionate guidance for putting the insights of Judaism to work in the context of grief and loss. It provides a framework for therapists to:

- listen to stories of grief told by clients
- identify common patterns in grief
- recognize individual difference in grief response
- make assessments
- prompt therapeutic dialogue
- guide therapeutic focus and
- evaluate outcomes.

This book recognizes that there is no single solution to the problems of bereavement but that an understanding of grief can help the bereaved to realize that they are not alone in their experience. Long recognized as the most authoritative work of its kind, this new edition has been revised and extended to take into account recent research.

Making Money—Vikas Kumar 2019-11-05 In this groundbreaking new work, David Kessler—an expert on grief and the coauthor with Elisabeth Kübler-Ross of the iconic On Grief and Grieving—joins the classic five stages to discover a sixth stage: making money. In On Grief and Grieving, introducing the stages of grief with both a personal and professional perspective, Kessler and Kübler-Ross were able to show that people can recover from grief. In Making Money, Kessler shows that making money can also be a form of recovery from grief.

The Tiger's Daughter—Michael Frame 2021-09-08 In this profound and hopeful book, a mathematician and celebrated teacher shows how mathematics may help all of us/answer the big questions of life. Mathematics is the universal language of structure and connection, of understanding and beauty. It makes sense of the world and helps us to make sense of it. Mathematics can be a powerful tool for understanding and responding to the big questions of life, including questions of meaning and purpose.

Grief and Addiction: A Guide for Counselor Educators—Julie Bates-Maves 2020-09-29 This companion in sorrow offers compassionate guidance for putting the insights of Judaism to work in the context of grief and loss. It provides a framework for therapists to:

- listen to stories of grief told by clients
- identify common patterns in grief
- recognize individual difference in grief response
- make assessments
- prompt therapeutic dialogue
- guide therapeutic focus and
- evaluate outcomes.

This book recognizes that there is no single solution to the problems of bereavement but that an understanding of grief can help the bereaved to realize that they are not alone in their experience. Long recognized as the most authoritative work of its kind, this new edition has been revised and extended to take into account recent research.

Making Money—Vikas Kumar 2019-11-05 In this groundbreaking new work, David Kessler—an expert on grief and the coauthor with Elisabeth Kübler-Ross of the iconic On Grief and Grieving—joins the classic five stages to discover a sixth stage: making money. In On Grief and Grieving, introducing the stages of grief with both a personal and professional perspective, Kessler and Kübler-Ross were able to show that people can recover from grief. In Making Money, Kessler shows that making money can also be a form of recovery from grief.

The Tiger's Daughter—Michael Frame 2021-09-08 In this profound and hopeful book, a mathematician and celebrated teacher shows how mathematics may help all of us/answer the big questions of life. Mathematics is the universal language of structure and connection, of understanding and beauty. It makes sense of the world and helps us to make sense of it. Mathematics can be a powerful tool for understanding and responding to the big questions of life, including questions of meaning and purpose.

Grief and Addiction: A Guide for Counselor Educators—Julie Bates-Maves 2020-09-29 This companion in sorrow offers compassionate guidance for putting the insights of Judaism to work in the context of grief and loss. It provides a framework for therapists to:

- listen to stories of grief told by clients
- identify common patterns in grief
- recognize individual difference in grief response
- make assessments
- prompt therapeutic dialogue
- guide therapeutic focus and
- evaluate outcomes.

This book recognizes that there is no single solution to the problems of bereavement but that an understanding of grief can help the bereaved to realize that they are not alone in their experience. Long recognized as the most authoritative work of its kind, this new edition has been revised and extended to take into account recent research.

Making Money—Vikas Kumar 2019-11-05 In this groundbreaking new work, David Kessler—an expert on grief and the coauthor with Elisabeth Kübler-Ross of the iconic On Grief and Grieving—joins the classic five stages to discover a sixth stage: making money. In On Grief and Grieving, introducing the stages of grief with both a personal and professional perspective, Kessler and Kübler-Ross were able to show that people can recover from grief. In Making Money, Kessler shows that making money can also be a form of recovery from grief.

The Tiger's Daughter—Michael Frame 2021-09-08 In this profound and hopeful book, a mathematician and celebrated teacher shows how mathematics may help all of us/answer the big questions of life. Mathematics is the universal language of structure and connection, of understanding and beauty. It makes sense of the world and helps us to make sense of it. Mathematics can be a powerful tool for understanding and responding to the big questions of life, including questions of meaning and purpose.

Grief and Addiction: A Guide for Counselor Educators—Julie Bates-Maves 2020-09-29 This companion in sorrow offers compassionate guidance for putting the insights of Judaism to work in the context of grief and loss. It provides a framework for therapists to:

- listen to stories of grief told by clients
- identify common patterns in grief
- recognize individual difference in grief response
- make assessments
- prompt therapeutic dialogue
- guide therapeutic focus and
- evaluate outcomes.

This book recognizes that there is no single solution to the problems of bereavement but that an understanding of grief can help the bereaved to realize that they are not alone in their experience. Long recognized as the most authoritative work of its kind, this new edition has been revised and extended to take into account recent research.

Making Money—Vikas Kumar 2019-11-05 In this groundbreaking new work, David Kessler—an expert on grief and the coauthor with Elisabeth Kübler-Ross of the iconic On Grief and Grieving—joins the classic five stages to discover a sixth stage: making money. In On Grief and Grieving, introducing the stages of grief with both a personal and professional perspective, Kessler and Kübler-Ross were able to show that people can recover from grief. In Making Money, Kessler shows that making money can also be a form of recovery from grief.
Under the Persimmon Tree-Suzanne Fisher Staples 2008-04-01 Intertwined portraits of courage and hope in Afghanistan and Pakistan Najmah, a young Afghan girl whose name means "star," suddenly finds herself alone when her father and older brother are conscripted by the Taliban and her mother and newborn brother are killed in an air raid. As American woman, Elaine, whose islamic name is Nusrat, is also on her own. She waits out the war in Peshawar, Pakistan, teaching refugee children under the persimmon tree in her garden while her Afghan doctor husband runs a clinic in Mazar-i-Sharif, Afghanistan. Najmah's father had always assured her that the stars would take care of her, just as Nusrat's husband had promised that they would tell Nusrat where he was and that he was safe. As the two look to the skies for answers, their fates entwine. Najmah, seeking refuge and hoping to find her father and brother, begins the perilous journey through the mountains to cross the border into Pakistan. And Nusrat's persimmon-tree school awaits Najmah's arrival. Together, they both seek their way home. Known for her award-winning fiction set in South Asia, Suzanne Fisher Staples revisits that part of the world in this beautifully written, heartrending novel. Under the Persimmon Tree is a 2006 Bank Street - Best Children's Book of the Year.

The Truth About Grief-Ruth Davis Konigsberg 2011-01-04 The five stages of grief are so deeply imbedded in our culture that no American can escape them. Every time we experience loss—a personal or national one—we hear them recited: denial, anger, bargaining, depression, and acceptance. The stages are invoked to explain everything from how we will recover from the death of a loved one to a sudden environmental catastrophe or to the trading away of a basketball star. But the stunning fact is that there is no validity to the stages that were proposed by psychiatrist Elisabeth Kübler-Ross more than forty years ago. In The Truth About Grief, Ruth Davis Konigsberg shows how the five stages were based on no science but nonetheless became national myth. She explains that current research paints a completely different picture of how we actually grieve. It turns out people are pretty well programmed to get over loss. Grieving should not be a strictly regimented process, she argues; nor is the best remedy for pain always to examine it or express it at great length. The strength of Konigsberg's message is its liberating force: there is no manual to grieving; you can do it freestyle. In the course of clarifying our picture of grief, Konigsberg tells its history, revealing how social and cultural forces have shaped our approach to loss from the Gettysbury Address through 9/11. She examines how the American version of grief has spread to the rest of the world and contrasts it with the interpretations of other cultures—like the Chinese, who focus more on their bond with the deceased than on the emotional impact of bereavement. Konigsberg also offers a close look at Kübler-Ross herself: who she borrowed from to come up with her theory, and how she went from being a pioneering psychiatrist to a New Age healer who sought the guidance of two spirits named Salem and Pedro and declared that death did not exist. Deeply researched and provocative, The Truth About Grief draws on history, culture, and science to spend our country's most entrenched beliefs about its most common experience.

The Politics of Mourning-Rochelle Almeida 2004 This study is an interdisciplinary inquiry that combines an examination of multi-ethnic literature from a vast variety of cultural environments together with contemporary psychotherapy. We live in an age in which mass grief - both the direct experience of it through natural and man-made disasters and the vicarious viewing of it through the media - has become a major cultural phenomenon. Posttraumatic loss resulting from terrorism, a relatively new site for the shared activity of mourning, makes it pertinent to examine the lessons that fiction can teach us about bereavement therapy and loss resolution. Does one's gender, race, skin color, nationality, cultural upbringing, or religious background have any impact upon the manner in which people from varying cultural environments choose to mourn their loss and resolve grief? By using the comparative literary approach, the author has been able to throw light on the manner in which mainstream Western mourning practices and behavior have been influenced and altered by exposure to those of minorities. Similarly, the author has argued that an examination of multi-ethnic literature teaches us that there is a need for counselors to apply sensitivity and understanding to the dictates of the socio-cultural background of their minority patients as they recommend methods of therapeutic healing. Finally, the book recommends the employment of international short fiction in the bereavement clinic as a means by which patients might resolve loss and achieve healing.